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REMEDIATION REEL ASSIST CONCEPT

Remediation Reel Assist allows a coiled tubing to be pulled out by the
force of a pig with any low tension capacity reel. Returning is assisted
by a synthetic rope winch mounted on the reel and pulling the coiled
tubing back.
The coiled tubing is gripped by a DBL SLIPS assembly supported by a
chain loop which is mounted on the reel and a second location. As the
second location can vary, the chain length is field adjustable. The synthetic rope winch pulls the DBL SLIPS much like a Snubber Travelling
Head. The chain loop is powered by a small hydraulic motor.
A second DBL SLIPS Assembly is mounted at the end of the pipeline to
keep tension in the coiled tubing while resetting the “travelling” DBL
SLIPS. The stroke of this Synthetic Rope Snubber can be more than 100
feet for faster operations.
Beta Subsea Systems offers a combination of patent licensing, engineering, sales, manufacturing
capabilities, inventory, service and products to assist you grow your business.
Primary Contacts: Benton F. Baugh, Ph.D., P.E., 713-419-8683, bbaugh@baughengrs.com
James R. Crawford, 337-344-0289, jimbobcrawford@gmail.com
Shipping Address: 15911 Lillja Rd, Houston, TX 77060, (281) 445-0988
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The current Bluefin Winch (shown to actual scale) can be used and has a
flexible departure angle to help take care of the fleet angle of the reel.
We may need to move the Winch side to side on the reel during operations. The reel frame will likely not be good for the horizontal load where
the winch is mounted. It can likely be braced with come-a-longs.
A small take-up reel for the synthetic rope will be required (shown exiting
at the right of the winch above).
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